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lthough no scholar has yet to determine whether or not Queen Elizabeth I, who ruled England from 1558 until 1603, lived and died a virgin, we do know she dressed like one. Elizabeth had to present herself as a chaste, virginal woman to prove that she was morally worthy of holding the traditionally masculine office of monarch. One of the ways Elizabeth defended herself against charges of inferiority and unfitness to rule because of her sex was to build a chaste reputation and to project an image of sexual virtue. By presenting herself as a virgin and controlling her sexuality (something women were considered incapable of doing), she could demonstrate her ability and right to control her realm. However, this image of virginity was not a static one, and it changed throughout Elizabeth’s reign.

Until recently, however, most scholars have only tried to ascertain whether Elizabeth I or her male courtiers and government officials controlled the Queen’s image and reputation. Few scholars have seriously examined whether or not Elizabeth’s female courtiers, particularly the women who worked in the privy chamber—the two to three small rooms used by the monarch for private repose—participated in constructing and spreading the Cult of Elizabeth which was established in the mid-1580s to celebrate her choice to remain a single, virgin woman. However, as I will argue in this essay, female courtiers, especially the Elizabethan privy chamber women, helped to construct the Queen’s virginal image by contributing
to the royal wardrobe, which enabled Elizabeth to dress the part of the Virgin Queen. Moreover, the women at court were in a unique position to help the Queen in this way because of their knowledge about the Queen’s body and the royal wardrobe.

The role of the privy chamber women at court has not been well understood by most historians. Until relatively recently scholars depicted the Elizabethan female privy chamber staff as serving a purely apolitical function. The subsequent scholarship that countered that view created a debate that centered mostly upon measuring court women’s agency in terms of their ability or inability to be effective patrons or to participate in defining and influencing the official political policies of the reign. For the most part, the primary services the Queen’s women provided Elizabeth, taking care of her bodily needs and offering her companionship, have still been accepted as domestic, and thereby, apolitical tasks. To the contrary, it is precisely these domestic activities that are the primary source of the privy chamber women’s political agency. The time these women spent with Elizabeth, dressing her and undressing her, gave these women knowledge about and authority over the Queen’s body and wardrobe. They could exercise that knowledge and authority by choosing gifts for Elizabeth and advising others on gifts they could give the Queen that would help Elizabeth project her image as a virgin.

The celebration of Elizabeth’s virginity did not start until the mid-1580s when it became clear that she would not marry or bear an heir, and the cult of her virginity hoped to calm fears over the issue of succession and to maintain support for the aging Queen. Until then, Elizabeth’s Privy Council and perhaps even Elizabeth herself never really considered that she would remain permanently single. Although her face and body could be painted to erase signs of age, Elizabeth had to use clothes, jewels, and cosmetics to create her image as a virgin queen/goddess. Dress and dress accessories were important tools for Elizabeth. In the early modern period, a person’s dress was supposed to reveal an individual’s social position and even their inward character. Colors often held symbolic meaning, such as white, which represented virginity, and black, which symbolized constancy. Symbols of virginity could also take the form of jewelry or embroidery—for example, the crescent moon, which invoked the chaste
Many of the garments and jewels that Elizabeth wore to fashion her virginal image were gifts given to her by her female courtiers, especially the privy chamber women.

The most institutionalized form of gift-giving took place on New Year’s Day when the monarch and her subjects exchanged gifts with each other, and these gifts were routinely recorded on a roll that divided up the gift-givers and recipients by social class and gender. The Elizabethan gift roll first listed royal relatives and high-ranking royal household officers, although the types of people recorded in this first section were inconsistent. For example, in 1562 and 1563, only one royal relative was listed in this first section, but in 1575 the gift roll only listed the lord keeper and the lord high treasurer. Next recorded were dukes and earls, followed by duchesses and countesses, then bishops, lords, baronesses, knights, ladies, gentlewomen, and finally, gentlemen. Interestingly, according to the New Year’s gift rolls, the category of “Gentlewoman,” many of whom worked in the privy chamber, consistently gave sartorial gifts throughout Elizabeth’s reign. As her reign progressed, more and more women in the social ranks of countesses, baronesses, and ladies, some of whom served in the privy chamber or attended court, also gave more dress-related gifts than they did cash. Male courtiers also gave more sartorial gifts in the second half of her reign, but still not as frequently as their female counterparts. For example, Frances Cobham, who served Elizabeth in the privy chamber from the time of Elizabeth’s coronation until Lady Cobham’s death in 1592, gave Elizabeth a clothing-related gift twelve times (out of the fourteen times that she was listed in twenty rolls), and six of these garments were made out of white material, such as her 1585 gift to the Queen of a white satin doublet. Her husband, who did not show up on the gift rolls as frequently and tended to give gold, also gave the Queen a sartorial gift in 1585, a white satin skirt. It is very conceivable that these two pieces would have worked well together as an outfit. Spouses often gave sartorial gifts, sometimes presenting a joint gift of a garment or jewelry. For example, in 1589, Lady Elizabeth Leighton and her husband, Sir Thomas Leighton, gave the Queen a white satin waistcoat that was decorated with embroidered flowers. In many of these cases, both husband and wife attended court, or only the wife held a position at court. Lord Cobham and Sir Thomas
Leighton were often absent from court due to their government positions, and therefore, probably depended upon their wives for help in choosing a New Year’s gift.

Female courtiers, and especially the privy chamber women, may have given Elizabeth sartorial gifts more frequently because their duties involved caring for the Queen’s clothes and her body. The hundreds of warrants that ordered clothes for the Queen often specifically named which women were placed in charge of certain garments. For example, Blanche Parry, chief gentlewoman of the privy chamber from 1565 until 1587, was often placed in charge of the deliveries of linen. Parry also recorded, on the epitaph on her tomb monument at St. Margaret’s Church, Westminster, London, that she was “keeper of her Majesties jewels.” In addition to taking care of the Queen’s jewels, she often contributed to Elizabeth’s wardrobe and virginal regalia, such as her 1585 New Year’s gift of a black velvet waist girdle trimmed with pearl encrusted buttons. The privy chamber women, by dressing the Queen and taking care of her clothes and jewels, had an intimate knowledge concerning the Queen’s preferences—what she lacked or wanted, and her size—knowledge they could use themselves and share with family, friends, and clients to choose the perfect New Year’s gift for the Queen.

Therefore, although Elizabeth may have chosen to present herself as a virgin queen, she required the assistance of her serving women to maintain and project that image. In many ways, Elizabeth’s image as a virgin queen depended less on the state of her hymen and more on the pearls and clothes that covered her purportedly virginal body. The Queen’s virginity was, in a sense, materially fashioned in layers of black and white cloth and swathes of pearls and diamonds. Moreover, Elizabeth’s image as a virgin queen was not solely dependent on her male councilors and courtiers who commissioned portraits of her, but also on the court women who aided Elizabeth in presenting herself as a virgin queen in both cloth and reputation.
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